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QUESTION 1

A customer is using Oracle Payables and Oracle Projects. The customer has two suppliers set up with names X and Y,
respectively. Supplier Y has been merged with Supplier X. The Supplier Merge Program is run from the Supplier Merge
option in Oracle Payables and you have chosen to merge all transactions. What will happen to the supplier references
on transactions related to Supplier Y that are already interfaced to Oracle Projects? 

A. The Supplier Merge Program does notimpact any supplier transactions that are already interfaced to Oracle
Projects. 

B. The SupplierMerge Program completes with error,the merge is not possible because transactionsrelated to Supplier
Y are already interfaced to Oracle Projects. 

C. The supplier references to Supplier Y will be modified to Supplier X for all transactions existing in Oracle Projects. 

D. The transactionsrelatedto Supplier X and Y will be deleted from Oracle Projects. 

E. The transactions related to Supplier Y will be deleted from Oracle Projects. 

Correct Answer: C 

Note: 

*When you merge supplier information you have different options. You can choose to merge both invoices and purchase
orders. If you choose to merge invoices, then you can merge all invoices or just unpaid invoices. When you choose to 

merge all invoices, any associated payments are merged as well. 

*Supplier Merge 

You can merge suppliers in Oracle Payables to maintain your supplier records. This functionality enables you to merge
duplicate suppliers into a single, consolidated supplier. You can use it to merge transactions within the same supplier
from 

one supplier site to a different supplier site. You can also choose to merge all transactions for a supplier into a new
supplier, or you can choose to merge only unpaid invoices. 

The supplier merge program in Oracle Payables updates the supplier references on related transactions in Oracle
Projects. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three statements are correct about defining a cost budget for a project? 

A. You can enterbudget amount atthe project level, the top task level, or the lowest task level. 

B. Youcan enterbudget amount only at the lowest task level. 

C. You can enterbudget amountfora combination of lowest task and a labor resource. 

D. Youcan enterbudget amount only at the top task level. 

E. You can enterbudget amount for a combination of lowest task and a Non-Labor resource. 
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F. You cannot enterbudget amount for a combination of lowest task and a Non-Labor resource. 

Correct Answer: ACF 

A:You can budget at the project, top task, or lowest task level. 

Note: 

*When you create budgets and forecasts that do not use budgetary control and budget integration features, you can
choose to enter budget and forecast amounts at any level of the financial structure by selecting one of the following
lowest 

level planning level options: 

Project 

Top Task 

Lowest Task 

When you choose the Lowest Task option, you can enter amounts at all levels of the financial structure including top
tasks, middle-level tasks, and lowest tasks. You can also enter amounts at multiple task levels within the same branch
of the 

financial structure. Oracle Projects treats theamounts that you enter at each task level as incremental amounts that roll
up into the total amounts for the project. 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer has set up a contract project with a distribution rule Work/Work. Identify three setup options to: 

A. Setup revenue categories as required. 

B. Definerevenue accountsatthe revenue category setup level. 

C. Define AutoAccounting rules to derive revenue account based on revenue category. 

D. Definegrouping option byrevenuecategoryon the invoice format and attach the invoice format at the project type
level. 

E. Define grouping option by revenue category on the project type. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Note: 

Revenue and Billing Information 

When you enter revenue information for your project, you specify a revenue distribution rule for the revenue accrual
method and the billing method for this project. When you enter billing information, you specify invoice formats, bill cycle
days, 

and other invoicing information. The project type determines which revenue distribution rule appears as the default
value for this field, and which other revenue distribution rules you can choose from. Oracle Projects predefines the
following 
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revenue distribution rules: 

Cost/CostAccrue revenue and bill using the ratio of actual cost to budgeted cost (percent spent). Cost/EventAccrue
revenue using the ratio of actual cost to budgeted cost (percent spent), and bill based on events. 

Cost/WorkAccrue revenue using the ratio of actual cost to budgeted cost (percent spent), and bill as work occurs. 

Event/EventAccrue revenue and bill based on events. 

Event/WorkAccrue revenue based on events, and bill as work occurs. Work/EventAccrue revenue as work occurs, and
bill based on events. 

Work/WorkAccrue revenue and bill as work occurs. 

 

QUESTION 4

Your company has set up the burdening functionality to capture the overheads incurred on all projects. They have
decided to store these overhead costs as a separate expenditure item on the same project and also charge it to a
separate expense account. Which step would you perform to set up the required expense account? 

A. Setup the accountat the expenditure typedefined for the Burden transaction. 

B. Setupthe Total Burdened Cost Credit AutoAccounting function. 

C. Set up the Burden Cost Account AutoAccounting function. 

D. Set up the BurdenCostClearing Account AutoAccountingfunction. 

E. Set up the accountatthe expenditure category defined for the Burden transaction. 

Correct Answer: A 

Storing Burden Costs as a Separate Expenditure Item on the Same Project 

You can choose to hold the burden cost components as a separate expenditure item on the same project. The
expenditure items storing the burden cost components are identified with a different expenditure type that is classified
by the expenditure type class Burden Transaction. 

 

QUESTION 5

An organization has agreed to bill rates based on a person\\'s job, which are updated annually. The rates are recorded
on a default bill rate schedule that is attached to each project. An employee has and HR assignment job of Consultant.
However, the employee is temporarily working on a project as a Project Manager. What is the correct way to ensure that
the employee\\'s time is billed correctly? 

A. Amend the employee\\'s HR assignment to Project Manager. 

B. Add the employee as a separate line to the defaultbill rate schedule. 

C. Use the transaction controlfunctionalityat the project level. 

D. Use the assignment override at the project level. 
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E. Use the employee bill rate override at the project level. 

Correct Answer: D 

Job Assignment Overrides You can override both an employee\\'s job assignment and an employee\\'s billing title for
this project or lowest level task. When you override an employee\\'s job assignment, the new job assignment determines
bill rates for the employee\\'s billing on this project or lowest task (if this task uses job bill rates). You can choose any
active job in the Oracle Applications database. 

When you override an employee\\'s primary billing title, the new billing title appears on future invoices for this
employee\\'s billing (if this project\\'s labor invoice format displays an employee billing title). Any job assignment override
you enter for this project or lowest task takes precedence over any project job assignment override. 
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